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Introduction

Neutron time-of-flight (TOF) detectors can
provide important information about the fuel-ion
burn temperature in various inertial confinement
fusion (ICF) target designs. Conventional currentmode neutron TOF detectors measure the time
history of the total light output from many neutron
interactions in a scintillator. These detectors are
useful for neutron yields above 1010,but are limited
at lower yields by the finite emission time of the
scintillator, the finite response time of the detector,
and the statistics of neutron scattering and light
production in the scintillator.1
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We are constructing an ion temperature
diagnostic based on individual timing measurements of single neutron interactions in many
scintillators. This diagnostic is designed for lowy-ieldtargets on the Nova ICF laser facility at
Livermore. The diagnostic measures the neutron
arrival time distribution using an array of 960
scintillator-photomultiplier detectors with about
l-ns time resolution and operated in the single-hit
mode.zThe arrival time distribution is constructed
from the results of 100 or more detector measurements. The diagnostic will be located outside the
Nova target chamber at a distance of about 28 m
from the target.
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The ion temperature is determined from the
spread in neutron energy as denoted by the relationsA.Ell(keV)= C~~Ti(keV)llz‘hc~AE,lis the energy
spread (FWHM) and C~~= 82.5 (for d-t reactions
the coefficient is C~f = 176). The energy spread is
related to the time spread by At/t~ - AE1l/EJl.The
quantities of interest are summarized in Table I.
Corrections to the raw data must account for the
system time resolution (about 1 ns) and target burn
time (about 100 ps).
TableI.
Characteristics
of c1-dandd-tneutron
times-of-flight
forNova
Fusionreaction

dd

d-t

Inversespeed(ns/m)

46.1

19.2

28

28

Time-of-flight(ns)

1291

538

AtforTj = 1 keV(ns)

21.7

3,4

2.2

5.2

Distance(m)

1 ns distance(cm)

The neutron arrival times are detected by
using a photornultiplier tube (PMT) to observe the
photons produced by recoil protons in a plastic
scintillator. The recoil proton energy is dependent
on the proton recoil angle (l through the kinematic
reIation Ep= EHcOs2e, where e is measured with
respect to the incident neutron direction. Since n-p
scattering is isotropic in the center-of-mass frame,
the proton recoil energy distribution is uniform up
to the neutron energy. The pulse height contains
no information about the incident neutron energy,
but can be useful for monitoring the system gain or
in some pulse pile-up rejection methods.
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The dynamic range of the diagnostic covers
dd neutron yields from 5 x 107 to 109. This range
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can be obtained through variation of the number of
array channel hits (from 100 to 500) and scintillator
volume (from 0.8 cmqdown to 0.2 cmq. Operation
at yields above 109can provide over-lap with results obtained from current-mode time-of-flight
detectors] and below 5 x 107with estimates of Ti
obtained from first-hit analysisl of data from the
Large Neutron Scintillator Array (LaNSA) on
Nova.
Another way to extend the dynamic range is
by operating the array in the multiple hit regime.
An acceptable fraction (10%) of the channels will
provide single hit data even when the average
number of hits per channel is three. Thus a dynamic range of about 30 is possible provided that
channels affected by pulse pile-up can be rejected.
Data reduction based on first-hit analysisAcan also
be considered.
Thedetecto~amenclosedina cylindricalsteel
chamber(Fig.1) whichpmvidesmagneticshieldingfor
thePMTs.Atotalof 1020PMTs,includingspares,am
supportedby fomandbackplanesmadeofblacknylon.
AspringbehindeachPMTbasep~
eachPMTagainst
itssdntillatorAsiliconepadisusedtoimpmvetheoptical
coupling.Gammasoums axeincludedforinsitucalibration. The chamber is supportedby a standwhicha.Uows
it
tobe rotatedforalignmentormaintenance.
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TheelectronicsforeachchanneI(Fig.2) consistof
thePMTvoltagedividerbase,a ckrimimto~ a multiple
hittimetc@#alconve
rter
(llX), andagatedcharge
sensitiveanalog-to-digital
converter(AK). Themultiple
hitcapabilityoftheTDCisvaluableforobservingthe
gammasfromneutroninteractionswithmaterialsalong
theneutronflightpathandthustocormctfortiming
diffemncesbetween
channels.~
mnbevaluablefor
recodingthepulseheightdktributionof therecoilproton
scintillations
tomonitortheoveraIlhealthof thePMT
array

Fore Back Chamber
Plane Plane
/

Fig. 1. Assembly drnzuing
of the photomu!tiplitr tube
chmber, showing the
scintillators, silicone
coupling pads, PMTs,
bases, mzdcnblesfor the
PMT orrny.
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II.

Scintillator

The scintillator volume is chosen to give
neutron sensitivity appropriate to the yield predicted for a particular Nova shot. In all cases the
scintillator thickness should be restricted to about
1 cm to keep the d-d neutron transit time across the
scintillator less than 0.5 ns (0.2 ns for d-t neutrons).
With the above restriction, the number of neutron
interactions in each scintillator is given by N = Y
(A/4n Rz) (x/h)where Y is the neutron yield, A is
the detector area, R is the distance from the Nova
target to the scintillator (28 m), x is the detector
thickness, and L is the neutron mean free path for
elastic scattering (7.7 cm). For the minimum neutron yield of 5 x 107and a minimum neutron number of 0.1 (to obtain 96 measurements), the
scintillator volume Ax is 0.8 cms. For the maximum neutron yield of 1 x 109 and a maximum
neutron number of 0.5, the scintillator volume
drops to 0.2 cms. If the array is operated at a neutron number of 3, the dynamic range is increased
six-fold at a given scintillator volume.
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The scintillator itself should be relatively fast
and bright, similar to BC400 or NE102. The light
output of this scintillator is about 649Z0
of anthracene. The light production in NE102 for electron
energy deposition is 0.01 photons/eV.S The relative
production efficiency for protons in NE102 has
been measured’ and can be expressed as TE =
0.95TP - 8.0{1 - exp(-0.10T#”90)}whereTp is the proton energy (in MeV) and TEis the equivalent electron energy (in MeV). The light production dependence on proton energy is illustrated in Fig. 3. The
number of photons varies from 110 for a 0.25 MeV
recoil proton up to a maximum of 7433 for a fullenergy recoil. For comparison, a full-energy recoil
from d-t neutrons produces 80,300 photons. A
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Fig. 3. Light production
by protons in BC400
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useful ampIitude calibration can be provided by
0.662 MeV gammas from ISPCS,which produce a
Compton edge at two-thirds of the recoil proton
edge from d-dneutrons.
Light coupling efficiency can be estimated by
comparing the pulse height spectra from neutron
or gamma interactions in a scintillator with the
single photoelectron spectrum from the PMT. Various coupling methods were evaluated using Ti02painted l-cm cylindrical scintillators and a 3-cm
end-viewing PMT. Coupling efficiency of about
two-thirds is obtained when using optical coupling
grease between the scintillator and the photocathode together with titanium dioxide paint on the
uncoupled surfaces. However, the use of optical
coupling grease is prohibited by the need to change
the scintillators between Nova shots. Instead,
silicone coupling pads can be employed. These
coupling pads permit coupling efficiency close to
that of coupling grease (about 50%). Bare coupling
efficiency is around one-third.
III.
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Photomultiplier Tube

The PMT converts scintillation photons into
electrons and amplifies them in the electron multiplier. Bialkali photocathodes provide a good
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match for plastic scintillator emission spectra and
have quantum efficiency of about 25%. Thus 10-5
photoelectrons can be expected from a 0.25 MeV
recoil proton. The multiplier structure should be a
linear focused type to obtain good time resolution.
Inexpensive side-viewing PMTs are unsuitable
because of inefficient light coupling between
scintillators and the recessed photocathode.
Time resolution of PMTs is quoted in terms
of the single-photoelectron transit time spread
(SPTTS). These SPTTS values are 2-3 ns for PMTs
of the type considered. The time resolution improves inversely as the square root of the number
of photoelectrons compared with the SPTTS. This
dependence indicates the importance of efficient
light coupling. An SPTTS of 3 ns or better is
needed to obtain time resolution of 1 ns for d-d
measurements with as few as 10 photoelectrons.
Better time resolution is obtained with brighter d-t
scintillations.
The anode output must be compatible with
the discriminator threshold. Assuming a minimum
of 10 photoelectrons, a gain of 106, and a triangular
anode pulse with FWHM of 5 ns, the peak anode
current is 320 pA. This represents 16 mV into a
50 Q load, which provides a reasonable minimum
voltage for the discriminators. In addition, the
PMT output should remain linear up to the recoil
proton edge (about 20 rnA for d-dneutrons).
A variety of small 10-stage end-viewing
PMTs were considered for this diagnostic. The
Philips XP1911 19 mm tube was selected, primarily
based on cost. This PMT provides the required
gain (at a nominal voltage of 1600 V) and linear
current (up to 130 mA).
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The time resolution was measured by comparing the anode pulses from two XP1911 PMTs

viewing the same scintillator (Fig. 4). Neutral
density filters between the scintiIIator and each
PMT provide an attenuation of 200, ensuring that
each scintillation produces at most a single photoelectron pulse. Ortec VT120C linear preamplifiers
provide an amplification of 10 for each anode signal. A 20 ns coax Iine was used to delay one of the
signals. Ortec 473A constant-fraction discriminators and an Ortec 567 13me-to-Amplitude Converter were used to obtain the raw timing spectrum
shown in Fig. 5. The time spread Atcan be expressed as Af2= At;+ At;+ At~inwhere AtA and At~
refer to the SPTl_’Sof the two PMTs and M~Ci~
refers
to the F’WHMemission time of the scintiIIator
(1.3 ns). For identical A and B channeIs, the SPTTS
of each tube is 3.1 ns. Measurements with reduced
neutral density filtering confirm the expected improvement of time resolution with light level.

n

PMT
Fig. 4. Schcnmticof
electronics used for
nwwring singlepho~oclectronfransit time
spread by k two
photo nndtiplicltube
method.
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Fig. 5. Transit time
spectrum obtained with the
two pho~omultiplier~ube
method using XP1911
tubes and a BC418
scintillator. The
calibration fflctor is 155
clmnnelsper ns. Thefull
width at half maximum
corresponds to 4.5 ns.
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The PMT voltage divider is conservatively
designed for bleeder current equal to the average
anode current rating of the tube. The manufacturer’s recommended string for maximum linear
current output is employed. Capacitive stabilization of the latter dynode stages is provided to limit
voltage changes to less than IYofor 10 full-energy
proton recoil scintillations. Positive hi h voltage is
su plied to the anode to permit the cat%ode region
to ! e grounded. Anode output is capacitively
coupled to the discriminator.

Iv.

Discriminator, ADC, TDC, and Data
Acquisition

The anode signals are connected to novel
constant-fraction-like discriminators based on a
simple RC network and a fast voltage comparator.T
No walk correction is required with this discriminator. An updating output of 10 ns minimum
duration is provided to allow pulse pile-up to be
detected by the TDC. This discriminator has low
power dissipation and can be made quite compact.
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The discriminator provides a buffered version of the anode signal for connecting to a LeCroy
1885F 15-bit charge ADC. This is a 96-channel
-

FASTBUS module. The 1885F can be gated for a
time as short as 50 ns and can be used to measure
the amplitude of the d-d neutron pulses with a
sensitivity of 50 fc per count.
The discriminator output is connected to
LeCroy 1879 96-channel multihit TDC FASTBUS
modules. These are 2 ns TDCS with double-edge
resolution of 10 ns. Up to 16 edge timing measurements per channel can be obtained. For d-t measurements, the TDCS will be upgraded to the 0.5-ns
LeCroy 1877 when that product becomes available.
A DEC MicroVax 11computer is used to
control and read out the FASTBUS modules and to
analyze the data. A CAMAC-based Starburst LSI11 mediates the control functions through a
CAMAC-FASTBUS interface. The software needed
for this diagnostic has already been developed for
the LaNSA array.
v.

Testing

The two general areas of testing are amplitude and timing tests. The overall gain of the
scintillator-PMT system must be monitored routinely, perhaps prior to each Nova shot, and the
PMT voltage or discriminator threshold adjusted to
correct for gain shifts or changes in PMT coupling
efficiency. Small ISTCSradioactive sources are used
for this calibration. Timing tests will be performed
using a l-ns, blue, unfocused CRT light pulser
developed at EG&G.
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Once in operation, correct system performance will be checked by monitoring the recorded
data. Timing can be routinely checked by observing x-ray generating targets or by using the gamma
fiducial provided by neutron integrationsin the
target. Spare channels are included in the array.

11

11
PMT failures can be discovered by detecting a
change in the divider string current, the appearance of excessive noise, or by the absence of signal
in a particular channel for a series of shots. Discriminator and TDC problems will be detected by
comparing the average detection probability in
each channel with the average detection probability
in the whole array. An overall alignment check can
be performed by computing the average arrival
time as a function of two orthogonal dimensions
across the detector array. Individual channel timing variations can also be detected by comparison
with the average arrival time.

Iv.
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Introduction

Comparisons of theoretical spectral simulations and experimental observations often provide
useful information concerning the state of a Laboratory plasma. The electron temperature and density
can be estimated from various spectral features, i.e.,
Iine ratios, Iine widths, background continuum,
comparison with synthetic spectra, etc. These techniques are useful for a variety of applications including magnetic fusion, inertial confinement
fusion, opacity determination, x-ray lasers, and
astrophysics. These methods are discussed at
length in several articles.1+
The calculation of accurate ionization balance and level populations is of fundamental importance to any spectral simulation. Populations
can be calculated using a variety of methods whose
validity depends upon p~asmaconditions. CoronaI
equilibrium, in which ions exist in ground states
only, is valid at low electron densities depending
on the elements Local thermodynamic equilibrium
(LTE) is valid at high electron densities, or when
radiation is in equilibrium with thermal electrons.
Collisional-radiative steady-state which include
excited states explicitly bridge the gap between
coronal equilibrium and LTE. Time dependent
kinetics is required for transient plasmas. The
calculation of level populations is also directly
dependent on the energy levels and cross sections
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that are used to describe the atomic processes
which occur. These control the rate of population
and depopulation of individual atomic levels.
In principle, the coronal and collisionalradiative treatments should include radiation effects when fields are present. Photon induced
processes should be accounted for in the rate equations. However, usually only electron collisions
and spontaneous process are considered. The
radiation field introduces a competition between
electrons and photons for atomic excitation and
ionization processes. The competition varies as a
function of electron density, electron temperature,
and the applied radiation field strength.
The purpose of the current work is to assess
the effect of an intense background radiation field
on the spectroscopic properties of a plasma as a
function of electron temperature, density, and
radiation temperature. A steady-state kinetics
approach is used. Plasma conditions are chosen
such that K-shell emissions from Cl and Fe ions
with 1-3 bound electrons are prevalent. The radiation field is taken to be black body with temperatures of several hundred electron volts.
The effect of radiation on various line ratios
will be studied. Line ratios are intensity ratios of
one line to another as a function of electron density
and temperature. Line ratios are useful because
they can provide a rough diagnostic of plasma
conditions without a complete analysis of a complicated spectrum. They also provide insight into the
various processes which drive transitions.
The computational method will be discussed
in Sec. II, results will be discussed in Sec. III, and
conclusions will be presented in Sec. IV.
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II.

Computational Method

The kinetic approach used here has been
applied previously.7 The net production rate of
level p of ion stage i is given by
(1)

where NiPis the number density of ions in level
p of ionicity i (i = 1 represents the neutral atom,
i = 2 represents the singly charged species, etc.), ~is
time, {Nj~}represents the set of all levels that are
involved in reactions with level ip, ZVcis the electron density, T~is the temperature which describes
the electron energy distribution through the
Maxwellian function, and Tris the radiation temperature that describes the photon energy distribution through the I?lanckianblack body function.
Electron and photon distributions are restricted to
Maxwellians and Planckians, respectively, for the
purpose of this paper. The function F has the form
FiP= ~
ajq
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NjqQajqip

- ~
NiqQaipjq
ajq

,

(3

where the first sum contains the contributions from
all processes which populate level ip, and the second sum contains the contribution from all processes which depopulate level ip. Qaipjq represents
the rate coefficient for process a which act on an
ion in level ip and leaves it in a final leveljq. The
rate coefficient is essentially the integrated cross
section for a process weighted by the appropriate
electron or photon
distribution function. The Q’s
.
include the appropriate factors of Nefor processes
initiated by electron collisions. They also depend
on Tefor processes initiated by electron collisions,
Trfor processes initiated by photon collisions, and
on both Teand Trfor processes like stimulated
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radiative recombination which involve both photons and free electrons. Rate coefficients are independent of distribution functions for spontaneous
processes such as autoionization and spontaneous
emission. Other processes, such as ion-ion collisions are beyond the scope of the present paper.
The steady-state, or large time constant
population solution of Eq. (1) is given by
FiP= O .

(3)

If the free electron density Neis specified then
Eq. (3) forms a system of linear algebraic equations
which is solved assuming charge conservation, that
is,
~

jq

(j-

l)Njq =Ne .

(4)

The resulting set of Njqmay then be renormalized
to any desired total ion density N.
The solution of Eq. (3) provides level populations for given N,, Te,and T, These level populations may then be used to predict the spectroscopic
properties of the plasma. For example, the intensity of a spectral line maybe expressed ass
,
IiPq= NiPAiPqEiPq

(5)

where NiPrepresents the population of level ip,Aipq
is the Einstein A coefficient for spontaneous emission from level ip to level iq,and Eipqis the energy
separation between levels ip and iq. The quantities
Aip~and Eip~are readily available from the atofic
physics data and they are independent of IVe,Te,and
Tr. It is often useful to form line ratios,
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Rlpquv = Iipq/IjUv,

(6)
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which give the relative intensity of one line relative
to another. Hence, a line ratio can be extracted
from an experimental measurement and compared
to theoretical predictions to estimate the plasma
conditions. A ratio which is approximately independent of electron density is a good temperature
indicator, and vice versa.
The processes included in Eq. (3) for the
present study are photoexcitation, spontaneous
decay, stimulated decay, electron collisional excitation, and de-excitation, photoionization, radiative
recombination, stimulated radiative recombination,
collisional ionization, three body recombination,
autoionization, and dielectronic recombination.
The cross sections for excitation and ionization are
evaluated from the detailed atomic physics calculations discussed below. The rate coefficients for the
reverse reactions are calculated using the principle
of detailed balance. For Tr= O,the rate coefficients
for photoexcitation, photoionization, and the contributions due to stimulated decay and stimulated
radiative recombination are zero. All processes are
followed individually, therefore, no net effective
rate coefficients are introduced. For example, inner
shell excitation, autoionization, and radiative decay
are all included as separate processes.
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Table I summarizes the electron configurations which were used to model each of the ion
stages included in the kinetics. Note that the calculations have been restricted to the Be-like, Li-like,
He-like, and H-like ion stages, since those are the
ions of interest for the density and temperature
domain of the current study. Detailed atomic structure calculations using the method of CowangJO
were performed to generate the set of fine structure
energy levels corresponding to the configurations
of Table I. The structure calculations include
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Table 1

Be-like

ls2[2s2p]2
ls[2s2p]3

Li-like

lsz[nl]
ls[2s2p]bZl

2H5

He-like

ls[nl]l
[2s2p]2

2n5

H-like

[nl]l

ln5

Configurations used to generate the level structure
for each of the ion sta es included in the atomic
model. The notation h w means all possible distributionsofzuelectronsintheshellsspecifiedinside
the brackets. All possible allowed values of the
orbital angular momentum quantum 1 are included.
spinorbit coupling and configuration interaction.
Each resulting level is denoted by total orbital
angular momentum L, total spin S, and total angular momentum J. The energy levels and wave
functions produced by these calculations are used
consistently to generate the required cross sections.
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Oscillator strengths were calculated for all
possible level-to-level dipole allowed transitions.
The oscillator strengths are used to evaluate the
radiative excitation and de-excitation rate coefficients. Plane-Wave-Born (PWB) collision
strengths9 were calculated for all possible pairs of
level-to-level transitions. These strengths are used
to calculate rate coefficients for electron collisional
excitation and de-excitation. Distorted wave (DW)
collision strengths were calculatedlyfor the most
important transitions. These include all 1s + nl in
the H-like ion, all 1s2+lSTZZand 1s21+1s21’ in the
He-like ion and all 1s221+1s22 Z’,1s221+ 1s2121’,
and 1s2Z2Z’
+ 1s2121”in the Li-like ion. The more
accurate DW cross sections are required to yield
more reliable spectroscopic results.
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Photoionization and autoionization cross
sections were calculated for all possible levelto-level transitions between adjacent ion stages
using the atomic structure wave functions discussed above. Level-to-level collisional ionization cross sections were calculated using the
calculated fine structure energies and fits to
scaled hydrogenic theory.12
Results and Comparisons

III.

The methods described in the previous
section were applied to chlorine and iron
seeded plasmas. The effect of varying radiation
fields on level populations was studied by
examining the ionization balance and assorted
line ratios as functions of electron temperature
and/or density. Results were randomly
checked using the RATION codeg which were
in general agreement with the present calculations (this code uses less detailed atomic physics).
Ionization Balance
Figures (la-d) show the ionization balance for chlorine as a function of electron temperature for electron densities of 1019, 1020,
IOZ1,and IOZZ cnz-3,respectively. Each figure
shows the ionization balance for I“r= O,200,
and 300 eV. The fraction for an ion species i is
given by

A.

fi = ~

4
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(NiqM

.

(7)

The figures show that the ionization balance for
low T, is not very sensitive to Neand that the largest effect of radiation is at low electron densities,
where photon collisions are more dominant. For
example, at N~= 1019 CM-3,the qoo-ev” radiation
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Fig. 1 Ion fraction as a function
of electron temperature for
various cases, l-a through l-d
correspond to chlorine at
electrodensities of IO~g,ZOIo,
1021,and 10II cm-J, and l-e
corresponds to iron at an
electron density of 1019cm-J.
me solid line corresponds to
Tr = OeV, the dotted line
corresponds to Tr = 200 eV,
and the dashed line corresponds
to Tr = 300 eV. The curves
labeled by FS correspond to the
tally stripped bare nucleus.
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field strips most chlorine nuclei of all bound
electrons. As Ne is increased, electron collisions
become more dominant, and the ionization
balance approaches the T~= Oresult. At Ne =
10ZZ,the 7’r= 200-eV ionization balance is essentially the same as the T~= Oresult. Also note
that the stronger radiation fields produce more
ionization, as expected. Figure le shows the
effect of radiation on ionization balance for iron
at Ne = 10I9 cm-s. The figure shows that the
radiation is ineffective for ionizing the K-shell
electrons of iron, which have a larger binding
energy than chlorine. The figure also shows
that the He-like ion stage dominates over most
of the temperature range. As electron density
is increased (not shown), the Tr >0 ionization
balance approaches the T~ = Oresult, just as in
chlorine.
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Electron Temperature Sensitive Line Ratios

Figure 2 shows the effect of radiation on the
ls3p IP1 - 1s2ISO/ls2p~Pl-1s21S0 (3-1/2-1) line
ratio of He-like chlorine (Cl XVI) for various densities at Te= 1000 eV. This ratio is mildly sensitive to
electron temperature and provides useful information about the populations of different n levels for
the same ion stage. The ratios start out constant at
values of Trnear zero. At low electron density, as
the radiation temperature is increased, the manifold of n = 2 to n = 3 transitions are pumped by
photons and cause the ratio to increase by a factor
of 3. The ratio begins to drop as n = 1 to n = 2
transitions from the ground state become possible.
As the radiation temperature increases even further, the ratio begins to increase again due to direct
excitation from n = 1 to n = 3. As electron density
increases, higher radiation temperatures must be
attained to obtain these excitations because of
increased photon-electron competition, and the
curves are displaced toward the right. Also note

450 500
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that the variation of the curves decreases with
increasing density. At N~= 10~, the effect n = 2 to
n = 3 photo-pumping is negligible. Figure 3 shows
the results for iron under the same conditions as
Fig. 2. The Fe curves are displaced toward higher
radiation temperatures than in the chlorine case
because of larger energy level separations.
0.36

Fig. 3. The 3-1/2-1 line ratio of
He-like iron as a function of
radiation temperature for
various electron densities at an
electron temperature of 1000 eV
The curves are labeled by
Ioglo N,.
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Figum4showstheHe3-1/2-1ratiofore.ldorine
as
a functionofelectrontemperatureforTr= 0,100,200,and
300eVat N~=1019ems. Thedrivingphotmxcitation
pmmssesareapparentby comparisonwithFig.2 At T~=
3(KI,thelevelpopulationsbecomeindependentof electron
temperatum;
indicatingthatphotonsdominatetheexcitationprocesses.Figure5showstheIineratioforthistransitioninimnat thesamedensity.Notethatthe100-eV
diation fieldhasno effectonthelevelpopulationswhich
isConsisten
t withFig.3. Asradiationtemperatumis
in-,
thepopulationof then= 3 levelsamenhanced
byracbtion thmughn=2ton=3photowcitations. The
CUIVSarestronglydependentonelectronternperatsm
becauseelectroncollisionsm nemssarytopopuIatethe
n =2 levels. NotethatatevenTr= 300eV,pumpinghorn
thegroundstatedoesnotplaya significantmleasitdidin
chloxine.As electrondensityisinmased (notshown),
electrondlisionslxmme moreimportant,andthedeviationfmmTr= Odecreases.Similarresultsareobtairmifor
thecornqxmdinglineratiosoftheH-likeions.
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Fig. 5. The 3-1/2-1 line ratio of
He-1ikeirorzm a function of
electron temperature for various
radiation temperatures at IVe=
IOlg cm-s. Each curve in labeled
by the radintion temperature in
eV.
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Figure 6 shows how a perfectly good temperature diagnostic is affected by a radiation field.A
For this example, the jkZ/ls2p l.P1- 1s2 ISO(jkl/He
2-1) line ratio of Cl is considered. The notationjkl
is used to specify the ls2pz ZD- lsz2p 2P transition
of the Li-like ion. The four solid curves represent
the line ratios at 1019,1020,1021,and 1022C# with
TT= O. Note that these curves are essentially independent of electron density, all of them practically
lay on top of each other and hence provide an
excellent temperature diagnostic. When a 200-eV
radiation field (dashes, curves) is applied the
curves become nondegenerate. This is caused by
photo-pumping of then = 2 level by the radiation
field. The effectis greatest for low electron densities and temperature. As electron density is increased, electron collisionsbecome more dominant,
and the effectof radiation decreases. Hence, the
line ratio becomes an ineffective temperature diagnostic. The same trend occurs, to a lesser extent,
for the same line ratio in iron.
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Fig. 7. The chlorine jkl/He 2-1
line ratio as nfunction of
radiation tempcrnturefor
various electron densities at
Te = 1000 eV. The curves are
labeled by the ZogloAlp.
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Figures 7 and 8 show this line ratio as a
function of radiation temperature at various densities for Cl and Fe, respectively. The electron temperature is fixed at Te = 1000 eV. The figures predict the radiation temperatures where the 1 + 2
photopumping begins to have an effect on the line
ratio. This occurs when the ratio begins to fall off
rapidly. Note at low density, at hl~- 10I9, a bump
occurs before the 1-2 falloff. This enhancement is
probably due to 2s + 2p photoexcitations. The
2p2 ‘Dz +ls2p IP]
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2p 2P +lspv
(He sat/H2-1) line ratiols for Cl and Fe was also
studied. The Tr= Oresult is a strong function of
temperature, and the variation of the line ratio with
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T, is similar to thejkZ/He2-1 ratio discussed above.
The 1s + 2p photoexcitation causes the line ratio to
decrease for Tr2200 eV in Cl. For Fe, the line ratio
is rather insensitive to radiation.
Figure 9 shows the
ls2p 1P]-1s2Iso
2p2P-IS2s

(8)

(1-Ie2-1/H 2-1) line ratiofor Cl as a function of
electron temperature at Ne = 1019CVZ-S.
This ratio is
a strong function of temperature because it depends mostly on the relative amounts of He-like
ions to H-like ions through the ionization balance.
The Tr= Oand TT= 100 resuIts are similar because
the ionization balance is essentially unchanged by
the radiation field. As Tris increased, the ionization balance is affected and these differences become apparent in the line ratio. The result for iron
(notshown) shows very little sensitivity (-20%) to
radiation, even at Tr= 300 eV. The ratio has values
greater than 100 below about T,= 2000 eV due to
the pre-dominance of He-like ions (see Fig. le).
10’ ~“ ‘
104
Fig. 9. The chlorine He2-lfH
2-1 line ratio as a function of
electron temperature for variou;
values of radiation temperature
at Te = IO~gcm-s. Thecurves
are labeled by radiation
temperature in eV.
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The result for the line ratio involving the n = 3
upper level in the numerator and denominator of
Eq. (8) is nearly identical to the n = 2 result since
ionization balance is the determining factor. It is
sometimes advantageous to use the n = 3 line ratios
as a diagnostic because of smaller optical depth
effects.
c.

Electron Density Sensitive Line Ratios
Figure 10 shows the

ls2p3P]- 1s2IS()
ls2p IPl - ls~ Iscl
(IC/He 2-1) line ratio for He-like Cl as a function of

electron density at TC= 1000 eV. The transition in
the numerator is often referred to as the intercombination (IC) line. The ratio is normally considered to be density sensitive for Tr= O. Since the
oscillator strength from the ls2p 3P1to the ground
level is small (the transition is spin forbidden),
population builds up in the 3P multiplet through
electron collisions. As the electron density is increased, further electron collisions depopulate the
3P,causing the line ratio to fall. The T’= Ocurve k
Fig. 10 shows this behavior and the T, = 100 eV
shows littIe difference. However, for Tr= 200 eV,
the line ratio at low density is significantly decreased because of photoexcitations from the
ground state to the IP1 Ievel. As electron density is
increased from IO~g,the line ratio gets Iarger because a rising of SF’state population due to electron
collisions. At about Ne= IOZ1the depopulation
mechanism takes hold and the line ratio decreases
causing a maximum in the curve. At Tr= 300 eV,
the line ratio is almost completely independent of
electron density. Note that all curves approach the
same limit as Neget large where collision processes
dominate.
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Figure 11 considers the intercombination line
ratio for iron. The Tr = Oresult indicates that intercombination line ratio is not sensitive to electron density in this range. Unlike Cl, the oscillator strength for
the SP1transition to the ground state increased by a
factor of 10 due to the larger spin-orbit interaction.
The more rapid spontaneous decay to the ground state
negates the low density populating mechanism discussed above for chlorine. It aIso shows that Iine
ratios do not necessarily obey simple scaling rules
from one nuclear charge to another. The T, >0 results
deviate from the T~= Ocase according to the amount of
photoexcitation from the ground level to the preferred
IPI IeveI. The largestdifference is about a factor of 3
for T]= 300 and low density. The curves approach
eachother at lower electron densities than for chlorine.
Note that the intercombination line of iron is much
less sensitive to 200 eV radiation than chlorine.
The ratios of certain satellite lines of Li-like and
He-like ions have been used to determine electron
density.q Usually, the upper level of one line is mainly
populated by collisional excitation, and the other is
fed by dielectronic capture, making the ratio sensitive
to electron density. However, these ratios were found
to have a small variation (less than a factor of 2) in the
density range studied here, even in the presence of
radiation. These ratios become better diagnostics at
electron densities higher than those considered here.

v.
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Conclusions

An externally applied black body radiation field
with temperatures of a few hundred electron volts can
have a significant effect on the spectroscopic properties of low to mid-Z plasmas in the electron temperature and density range considered here. In general,
the effect is greater for Cl than Fe at a given radiation
temperature, because the greater energy level separations in Fe. A 300-eV radiation field can fully strip Cl

31
of all bound electrons, while Fe is stripped only to
the He-like stage. Radiation fields can have adverse effects on line ratios which are generally
considered to be diagnostics of electron temperature and density in the absence of radiation. Some
line ratios (such as the intercombination line ratio)
are very different for Cl and Fe suggesting that
simple Z-scaling arguments are not always valid.
VI.
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Amplified Spontaneous
Emission Produced by
Large KrF Amplifiers
I.

Introduction

The excited KrF* molecules in large KrF
amplifiers spontaneously emit photons uniformly
in all directions. The photons exhibit a
distribution in frequency that depends on the
mixture of rovibration states of the KrF*
molecules and details of the electronic transition.
While escaping from the amplifier medium, the
spontaneously emitted photons interact with
other molecules in the media which may absorb
them or in the case of KrF* molecules, enhance
their numbers by induced photon emission. The
totality of photons involved is referred to as
amplified spontaneous emission (ASE). The
amount of ASE exiting the amplifier media is the
subject of this note. Since induced emission and
absorption cross sections depend on photon
frequency, the frequency distribution of the
spontaneously emitted photons must be
considered. The formulation in Section II deals
first with the case where a single rovibration
level is involved. The generalization to cases
with several rovibrational states is then
considered. Appropriate values for some
parameters are discussed in Section III. In
Section IV calculations and experimental results
are considered.

II.

Calculation of External ASE

The characterization of external ASE that
will be used herein is its radiance which is a
scalar function of position and direction; its units
are photons per second per steradian per unit
area normal to the direction considered. For
propagation of photons in media devoid of
absorption or gain, radiance in the direction of
propagation is invariant along the propagation
path. For active media radiance is modified by
the amount of gain or loss experienced along the
propagation path. For a non-monoenergetic
group of photons it is appropriate to consider
spectral radiance which is defined as radiance
per unit frequency interval. Radiance is thus the
integral of spectral radiance over the
appropriate frequency range.
Calculation of ASE radiance at a given
point and direction on the boundary of an
extended media can be achieved by summing
contributions resulting from spontaneous
emission in each portion of the medium.
Assuming straight line propagation of photons in
the medium, it is clear that contributions to the
selected radiance direction can arise only from
those portions lying along a line in the given
direction and passing through the chosen point.
The geometry of the problem is illustrated-in
Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Geometry for calculating
ASE radiance at point Pin
direction R. Contributions arise
from medium locafed along line
from P to P’.
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The spectral radiance 5R~x)arising from an
elemental volume of area dA and length dx is
given by the relation
where
(1)

n(x) is the density of KrF* molecules at X, ~Spis
the spontaneous life time, and [v-vO)a normalized
frequency distribution function for the emitted
photons. We have:

(2)

fv-vO)dv
=1.
r-m
In its passage from point x to point P on the
boundary this incremental radiance will be
altered by media gain and attenuation.
We have;
dRv(P,x)= 8RJx) exp /
\

[@-Vti S)-u(s)]
ds

I

(3)

/

where g(v-vo, s) is the frequency dependent gain
coefficient at point s and a is the attenuation
coefficient at points.
The attenuation coefficient may exhibit a
frequency dependence but for the calculations
herein considered it wilI be taken as frequency
independent. To obtain RV(p)we must sum
contributions from all dx intervals from P to l?’.
TOget R(P) we must firther sum (integrate) OVer
frequency.
For cases where the range of frequencies
involved is small relative to “line center” frequency, the frequency dependence of g is to good
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approximation identical to the function f(v-vO).
We have:
g(v-vo)=g(o)~

(4)

.

The inversion density n is also expressable in
terms of the stimulated emission cross section
and gain coefficient. We have:
g(v-vox)=n(x)o(v-vO).

(5)

The frequency v. can in principle be selected
arbitrarily. In the development that follows it
will be chosen as the “linecenter” frequency. This
choice leads to more convenient expressions for
f(v-v~).
Combining (l), (3), (4), and (5) and defining
RO=

1
4@o) z~pwe have:

x g(o,s)f(v-vo)
-o(s)]ds
dRv(Px)= ROg(ox)dxf(v-vO)
exp
f(o)
0o

f(v-vo)
/

= ‘°KoBx

(0)
f@-Vo)
—-— 4x)

I (0)

x
~
exp
dx
o

g(o,s)f(v-vo)

/[

(0)

g(oJ)

(6)

-Q(s)]ds\ . (6a)

I

From (6a) an integration by parts yields
L

R~P) =
\o
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dRv(P,x)= &f(o) ex jj(o)L!$&-~
(4

)h(L) - h(o))
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(n
where we have defined
f(v-vo)
qo)
h(v-vo~x)= f(v.vo)
@x)
f(o)

(8)

‘

g(o,x)

L

(9)

g(o,x)dx ,

g(o)= ;
\0

In obtaining (7) it has been assumed that f(v-vo)is
independent of x. This is certainly reasonable for
a single rovibration line in KrF which is homogeneously broadened and the broadening is
relatively independent of collision interactions.
For multiple rovibration lines, however, their
relative abundance may vary spatially and
introduce some variation in f(v-vo).
The function h depends on x principally
through the ratio a(x)/g(o,x). If alpha is zero or
if the ratio of a to g is constant there is no x
dependence. One then has:
i-(v-vo)
Rv (P)= Rof(o)

W::)
qo)

~[’xp(L~(o)(fl;;O)
‘g

-a))-’l

(7a)
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There are two results of interest that follow
immediately from (7a).
First: Rv(P) and consequently R(p) depends
only on the average gain and absorption
coefficient along the path of length L from P to P’.
Second: For small Lao) the.ASE radiance is
proportional to Lao) and independent of the
nature of f(v-vO). Expansion of the exponent in a
-t-p-v.)

power series in L~(0)

[

~

~[o) - ~

1

yields the

result for small ~o)L. We obtain:
RV(P)SRO f(V-VO)Ljj(o)

(11)

Integration over frequency and use of (2)
gives
R(P)SRO L~(o)

(12)

For larger values of Lao), details of the
frequency dependence factor f(v-vO)come into
play. To illustrate this further, three forms of
f(v-vO)are considered.
Case A: Square hat distribution with Avthe full
width of the square hat. For this case we have:
1 for A> ~ V-vo<~
f(v-vo)= —
2
Av
= o for all other values of V-VO.

(13)

Case B: Lorentzian distribution with Avthe full
width at half maximum. In this case:
‘(v-vO)=*v~(&~+~,

(14)
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Case C: Gaussian distribution with Avthe full
width at half maximum. In this case:

“-’o’= (alal
“

(15)

:wex’[-’

Integration of RV(p)over frequency iS
straightforward in Case A. We obtain
R. exp{@(o)(l - Wg)-l } .

RSH(P)=

(16)

1- Wg

To perform the integration over frequency
for Cases B and C we first expand the exponential function of (7a) in a power series” We
obtain
R,(P) = R.

f(0)
%yW%W’
u%)

m (L~o))n f@-Vo) ‘-’
_._go(-:)
= Ro Ho) x
~
nal
.

‘(*)”-’

k(”;)

(n-l)!
= k! (n-k-l)! .

()

where ‘~1

Defining

bi = flo)

cni=(~)i

and
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m%) i ~v ,
qo)
1

—

(nil]

~

(17)
(18)
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n-1

Cn,k bn.k

Sn= ~

(19)

k=o

we obtain

(20)
To evaluate the b coefficients of (17) it is
convenient to make the substitutions
(21)
and
dv= ~dy

(22

,

For the Lorentzian Case B we then have
bi=ij’?dy(tir

2
=—
xr

o

dy~i
(I+yz)

or
bi= 1for i=l
bi H (~)

(~)

... (~)

for i~2

(23)

When a/g is zero Snis equalto b. as can be
seen from examination of (7b). Using (20) we can
then write for this special case:
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R~P) = RO ~ ‘LE(:~)nbn
“=1
m
=

RO ~ (Lao)) an
nel

(24)

where al = 1 and &

=~
2k(k+l)

For a Gaussian line shape using (15), (21), and
(22) we obtain

bi=fif~[*dflexP(-Y21n2)Y
.00

.
= 2

dy exp(-iy21n2) .

vq ‘z

Letting z=y ~,

bi = ~
i-iii

(25)

o

r

dz

(25) becomes

exp-~’

o

L.

(26)

‘ilWhen a/g is zero, we obtain the formula:

00

=

R

~

(LE(0))”G

(27)

n=]

where d] = I
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dk+l = 1
dk (n+l) r %

“

Note that the power series representation for
both the Lorentzian and Gaussian line shape
converges for all values of Lao). Note also that
the values of RsI-I(P),RL.(P),and R@) do not
depend on the parameter Av(full width at half
maximum) used in defining the line shape.
However, if a line were somehow broadened this
would imply lower gain for a given inversion and
hence less ASE.
For large values of Lao) the power series
representations converge slowly. By using a
power series in l/L~o)one can ascertain the
behavior for large Lao). The resulting
(asymptotic) series do not converge for any value
of Lao) but nevertheless provide a good
representation if the series is judiciously
truncated and its use limited to values of Lao)
exceeding an appropriate minimum value. To
arrive at the asymetric series we begin with Eq.
(7a), factor out exp ~Lg(0)[l- ~]~and obtain

f(v-vo)

Upon the further substitution

z=f(o)Wo)
and integration over frequency we obtain for the
Lorentzian line shape:

R~P)

❑

R. ex~Lj!j(o)-et]
~:
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1+Z2Z2
& .__l--a
1+ 7C2Z2 g

(28)
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The further substitution
x =m

Z7C

gives:
1
exp[L(jij(o)-a)] - ~x 1+~xz
R~P) =R
1
-a
‘0 n =
\1+ Axz g

(expia-ex’k?l)
(29)

where the parameter L equals u@(o). Expansion
of the integrand in a power series in k provides
the required asymptotic series. The term exp

~
11
-@/g)

J

yields the null series in k. The leading term yi~ld~
the behavior for large Lg(o). We have for Lao)
>>1 in the Lorentzian case

.&’’P[wNl

mm

(30)

(1*)

For the Gaussian line shape, we obtain for the
equivalent of (28):

~P)

= R. exp[I&(o) -u)]

F

dy

-00

(

exp L~(o) ex @
{
L(o)

1,

Volume 2

[1 Lg(o)
24.4
‘x 4‘7
Lg(o) g

-1 ~-exp[I&(o)-a)]

The further substitution
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gives:
~P)=ROexp[I&(o)-cx)]
YE-

‘dx
\ -w

exp[-Zx2]

wh21-&

(exP&P[-Ax21-d]-exP[-y])

(32)

~

Noting that
exJ-Lx2]-l =-AX2+Z2X4 +...

.

The leading term in the k expansion yields

~p).

~.

m
= ~.

-~)1 -2-

.@&(o)

dx

(yX2

(l-(x/g)
fi [ ~

exp[I.&(o) -a)]
m
(l-a/g)

(33)

If one invokes the Einstein equilibrium
theory relating the A and B coefficients one
obtains the relation

(w
where q is the refractive index of the medium.
The quantity ROthen can be expressed as:
RO=

2
Ao2Tlf(o)”

(35)

As noted earlier, the symbol zero does not
necessarily imply line center. f(o), & and ROall

relate to a selected wavelength and the function
f(v-vo) is to be constructed accordingly. The
assumptions of identical frequency dependencies
for gain and spontaneous emission is equivalent
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to neglecting the variation of v in the range of

interest.
Quantum mechanical non equilibrium
theories yield similar results for regimes of time
and ASE intensities of interest.a
When several excited states emit
spontaneously into the frequency range of
concern, one can generalize Eq. (1) by summing
the contribution from each state. We have
(36)
where ni(x) is the population density of state i,
~i,~Pis the spontaneous life time of state i, and
fi(v-vo) is the normalized frequency distribution
function for state i.
The states are presumed distinct and emit
independently. For propagation through an
active medium, however, all states contribute to
the amplification of photon flux originating from
different states. The overall gain from the
various states is given by
&JV-V.,X)

= ~
i

=X

gi(”,x)

i

hi(X)

CYi(0)

[

‘i(v-vo)
fi(0)

fi(V-VO)
fi(0) 1

“

(37)
(37a)

The relation corresponding to (6) is:
dRv (p,x) =
n i(X)fi(V-VO)
exp x [g. (v-vO,X) -CX]ds .
z
dx
47CTi
i
\o

(38)
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2,by
asee for example, “The Quantum Theory of Light”, Chapter
Rodney Loudon, Clarendon Press Oxford1982
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Using (35) we obtain:
dRv(p,x) = 2 ~c(v-vO,x)~xp x ~gc(v-vO,x)
-al d~ ~38a)
dx
?b.2q
\o
as before an integration by parts and the assumption of
no x dependence of ratio of ctto gC(v-vO)
yields the
counterpart to (7a)

()

1
a(x)

R, (P)= +
xo2111-

{exp(L&(v-vo)-CL) -I] .

(39)

gc(v-vo?x)

For small L(gC-a)
R,(P) s —2 L&(v-vo)= +Zfii(x)
L. ~ i
Ao2?’1

ai(o)fi(v-vo)
fi(0)

“

(~~)

Integration over frequency gives
(41)
=—L

z
4TCi

fij(X)
= LN -—

‘tj

4m

L gc(o)
——
47rcCTc(o)

(42)

where
N = ~ iii(x) ,

(43)

i

(’w
(45)
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For large values of gcL, Eq. (39) must be
integrated over frequencies. Defining
gc(v-vo)

= gc(o)

fc(v-vo)

(46)

fc(o)

where
(47)

gc(o)= ~ nloi(o)= No(o) ,

(48)
(49)
and
dv fC(v-vo)= 1

(50)

\

allows (39) to be written in the form

R,(P) =

fc(v-vo)
f.(o)
fcwo)

fc(o)

-

~
Ec(o)

fc(v-vo)
0. -1
1explLgJo)fc(o)-EC(0)
1
[

(51)

which is identical to (7a) with quantities f, g and
——
a replaced by fC,gc, and a z. Integration of (51)
over frequency requires specification of fc(v-vo).
The result will be of the form:
R(P)=
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1 - F
4n ac(o) ‘r

(52)
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where F depends on ~C(o)L,a, and the form of
fC(v-vO).In the limit of small jijC(o)L,F always
reverts to ~C(o)L.In general
fc(v-vo)

F = fC(o) dv
\

fc(o)
fc(v-vo)

j-

fc(v-vo)

fc(o) - -J&

III. The value of ~c(o)i
To proceed with the calculation of external
ASE via Eq. 53, a value for =~oji must be
assigned. It is evident from their definitions
(Eq. 44 and 45) that the appropriate value for
both &(o) and ; will depend on the mixture of
rovibrational states invoIved. The mixture that
obtains in a given case will depend on kinetic
details involved in the formation of KrF* and its
subsequent interactions with other molecules in
the media. Tiee et aIl found substantial variation
in the spectra of KrF* produced by photolysis of
KrF2 with radiation of different wave lengths.
For the relatively low pressures and short times
involved in their experiment the measured
distribution would be sensitive to the mix of
rovibrational states formed in the photoexcitation reaction. Tamagake and Setserz
found similar variation when KrF* is formed by
interaction of metastable Kr with F2, NF3, and
CF30F. Pumrner et als observed the time
evolution of rovibrational states by observing the
time evolution of emitted radiation at different
wave lengths. Thus the appropriate value of
=c(o~ is clearly not a universal quantity. In many
cases, however, the externally observed
emissions from KrF* will be dominated by a
semi-steady-state distribution of rovibrational
states with a predominance of the low vibration
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0.

1
J

exP L gc(o) fc(o) - gc(o) - /
[
I
(53)

“

states. Theoretical calculations predict the
values of o(o) and z do not vary drastically for
the first three or four vibration levels.lQ The
proportion of molecules in higher vibrational
levels (20 or 30%) will not be a serious problem.
This circumstance arises because the higher
vibration levels contribute little to the overall
gain in the frequency region where the bulk of
spontaneously emitted photons are produced.
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There are several ways in which the
product & (o)7 can be obtained experimentally, In
~rinciple at least, a measurement-of the emission
spectra from a “thin”source will provide the
answer via the formula
(54)

where S(V-VO)is the measured signal in units
proportional to photons cm-zseel per unit
frequency interval and the integral extends over
the range of concern. This approach does not
appear to have been used directly but rather in
conjunction with reduction of data via application of theoretical models. By adjusting the
mixture of states and details of potential curves a
“best fit” of the theoretical model to spectral data
is effected. The theoretical model using adjusted
quantities is then used to calculate quantities such
as & (o);. Tellingheusin et ala fitted their observed spectra with a “thermalized”360”K
distribution of states and report a oz value of
1.7t.2x10-zAcm~sec. This value is frequently
quoted in the literature. It should be noted,
however, that Tellingheusin’s fit to the experimental data was not very good. Patterson and
Hansons have analysed spectral data from
Murray and PowellGas well as the data from
Tellingheusin. They used potential curves
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produced via ab initio calculation by Hay and
Dunning.p By adjusting the mixture of states
they report a good fit to the data of Murray and
Powell. The best fit state distribution was far
from a thermalized one and gave a peak m value
of 1.2x1O-Z4
cmz sec. A 300”K thermalized
distribution applied to the Tellingheusin data
gave a cn of 1.8x10-24cmz sec.
The Tellingheusin and Murray spectra
were produced by e-beam excitation in gas
mixtures at “high”pressures. They do not state
the gL product of the media which they measured
the spectra for and it is not possible to judge
whether the spectra qualify as due to a “thin
source”. To qualify for “thin”would require a
negligible second term in the power series
expansion of (51). The two term expansion of
(51) for Rv(p) gives:
R,(P) =

4::?;

7(f’@-v”)+gc!)L

-ad)
“

f’@-v”)rc$30)

(55)
For a negligibly altered spectra one would like:
gc(o)L

+

2

fc(v-vo)

‘C(o)

~
g’(o)

1

<<1

(56)
“

Distortion of the spectra at V=VOoccurs unless

‘c(~)L(l-i%))
<<l
“

(57)

A second method for determining&(o) ~
involves simultaneous measurement of gc(o) and
R(P) for a “thin”source . Since we than have
g’(o) = & (0) N and R@)= -& one obtains:
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This method is straightforward but does not
appear to have been used in published papers
relevant to the subject.
A third method for determining GJoh
involves measuring 7 and &-Jo)in separate
experiments. The usual questions pertaining
to the distribution of rovibrational states arises.
Experimental measurements of ~have been
reported by several investigators.l~slgIn all
experiments KrF* was produced by photolysis of
KrF2 and the time decay of spontaneous emission
observed. Measurements were made at low
pressure and extrapolated to zero pressures.
The reported values of z, however, range from
6.89 t. 9.51 nanoseconds. patterson and
Hanson10 have suggested that “B-C state
mixing” might have influenced the measurements. McCowanll examined the B-C state
mixing question also. At the Iow pressures used
in the experiments it is difficult to believe there
would b; sufficient B-C mixing to compromise
the observed decay of the B state. Some variation in the measurements may be traceable to
variation in rovibrational state mixtures.
Theoretical calculationsZ~G
indicate a moderate
dependence of life time on the vibrational state
involved. Both Tamagake et alz and Morgan et
allz use the Hay and Dunningp potential curves
to calculate z. Morgan et al report calculated
values of z from 7.0 to 8.6 nanoseconds as the
vibrational quantum number ranges from Oto 10.
Dunning and Hayls report a calculated value of
6.7 nanoseconds, presumably for v=O.
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Measured values of G are obtained from
short pulse energy extraction experiments for
which the quantityhv/c is derived. Using pulses
with duration of a few picosecond, Szatmari
and SchaferlA report a value of 2x1O-Sjou.les/cmz
for hv/cx Taylor et ails in a similar experiment

find a value of 1.8x1O-Sjoules/cmZ.Bucksbaum et
allGreport a value of 2.1x1O-Sjoules per cm2. For
a 2 nanosecond pulse Banic et allT report a value
of 3.2x1O-Sjoules/cmz. All the measurements
noted above were made in discharge type
amplifier and are based on data reduction using a
Frantz-Nodvikls formulation of output versus
input. The derived value is thus model dependent. Models modified to take into account
semi overlapping states, absorption, etc. will
result in different derived values of G. This is
illustrated in Fig. 2. Predictions obtained with
three different models are compared with the
Frantz-Nodvik curve with E~.tset equal to 2
xnillijoules/cmzand a small signal gain of
exp(l O). In all models the small signal “net”gain
was set equal to exp (10) and the value of E~~tadjusted to provide the same Ek at a net amplifier
gain of 100. In case (1) a non saturable absorption
to gain coefficient ratio a/g of .07 was used.
105

104

Fig. 2. Deriving E~flfusing
diflerent models.
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In Case (2), two partially overlapping states
were used. The secondary state was assumed to
have 30% as much population as the primary
state. The cross section for the secondary state at
line center of the primary state was taken as 10%
the cross section of the primary state. Case (3)
assumes that no molecular reorientation occurs
and that the extracting beam is polarized.
Szatmari and Schaferlg observed effects they
ascribe to finite molecular reorientation times.
The time constant appeared to be on the order of
.9 picosecond with an amphfier pressure of 2.5
bar. The models used are based on rate equation
formulations. The possibility of coherent effects
must also be considered for “very short” pulses.
The situation in regard to KrF amplifiers has
been examined by Milonni et al.zo They find no
significant impact on the energetic of pulse
extraction in KrF amplifier with pulse lengths of
1 picosecond.
Other values of cm,have been noted in
the literature. The group at AVCO report
(1.6x10-24)21,and (1.75x10-zA)~for this quantity
but the details of how they arrived at the value
are not specified in the articles cited.
Besides the value of m, the frequency
distribution of gain and spontaneously emitted
photons have a bearing on the amount of
external ASE produced in high gain KrF
amplifiers. The frequency spectra depends on the
distribution of rovibrational states. Milonni
et alzosuggest that for the V=Oground state, a
nearly Gaussian shape should obtain. The
spectra from states with n>l are not Gaussian. s
Their contribution to the shape in the vicinity of
“line center” tends to broaden the line.
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Iv.

Experimental Measurements of External
ASE

External ASE has often been used as a
diagnostic to monitor KrF laser media. When
observing desired laser output it presents
unwanted background. Numerical analysis
based on formulations detailed above have been
applied to several sets of experimental data.
Within error limits inherent in the experimental
results and parameters used, the analyses
produce predictions in agreement with measured
results. It is nevertheless the case that no
definitive experiment has yet been performed to
allow a careful assessment of how precise the
predictions are.
Thomas et alzs made a quantitative
measurement of the radiance from the Lumonics
Aurora front end laser. Two apertures were used
to define both an area and solid angle of ASE
emerging from the pumped media. Time history
of the radiance was observed with a fast photodiode while the time integrated intensity was
measured in a calibrated calorimeter. The
measured radiance in watts/cmz/steradian is
shown in Fig. 3. Using a = 1.8x1O-ZA
cm%ec and
a Lorentzian line shape, the calculated gl product
is also shown in Fig. 3. No direct measurement
was made of small signaI gain coefficient. The
length of amplifier media is 90 cm which then
yields a calculated maximum gain coefficient of
12.6%/cm which is reasonable.
John Oertel et alzQs report measurements
and comparison with calculations for the Aurora
large aperture module.
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In more recent measurements Czuchlewski et
alzGmeasured the time integrated radiance from the
Aurora PA amplifier with a calorimeter and a defined geometry. PA amplifier measurements were
made with and without a mirror at the far end. An
analysis of the results was performed by using the
measured (on an earlier experiment) time history of
side light to infer a time dependence of amplifier gain.
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Fig. 4 and 5 show calculated curves of energy
(time-integrated intensity times area) versus
small signaI gain coefficient. The two curves
shown are for Lorentzian and Gaussian line
shapes respectively. The measured output
energy is indicated by horizontal lines. The
calculations are consistent with a small signal
gain coefficient of about 3.3%/cm. This is
somewhat higher than values measured earlier
on the same amplifier prior to making repairs.
Calculated values of the gain coefficient gOthat
would obtain if no internal ASE were present are
also shown.
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External ASE contributes to prepulse in
target shooting systems. The analysis for
systems is relatively complex. It is necessary to
specify time dependent details of all amplifiers
involved on an individual basis as well as
including their relative timing. The presence of
an extracting beam and its timing must also be
considered since it has major impact on system
gain. In multichannel systems such as Aurora
and Mercury, the manner in which system
architecture affects timing in different channels
must also be considered. InterampIifier and
amplifier-to-target beam transport must also be
taken into account. Two system studies have
been made, one version of AurorazTand one for a
downsized Aurora~. R. Krystalzgmeasured total
prepulse power for the Aurora system. The
measured value was approximately 1/3 of the
calculated value. The calculated value was based
on “best estimate” values for amplifier performance and timing. A trivial change in
assumed performance or timing could easily
effect agreement with Krystal’s measurements.
An often specified parameter in regard to
prepulse tolerance is power density. Calculated
ASE power densities based on “perfect optics”
generally far exceed acceptable levels. Non
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perfect optics will lower the average power
density and most likely the peak power density as
well. For average power densities the ratio of
actual beam size on target to a diffraction limited
area would seem to be a legitimate correction
factor. Peak power densities are more difficult to
address and are not likely to scale as an area
ratio.
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Low Threshold Virtual
Cathode Formation in a
Large Area Electron Beam
on an KrF Laser
I.

Introduction

One possible scenario for laser fusion is to
use large aperture krypton fluoride lasers.1~2These
lasers are pumped by large area (.1 to 2 mz) electron beams in the 250 keV to 1 MeV ranges KrF
lasers are not storage lasers, hence the maximum
peak intensity at the output of the laser is dependent on the pumping power of the electron beams.
The power in the electron beam can be increased by
increasing the voltage or the current, however
increasing the voltage on the electron gun both
increases the difficulty in the pulse power design
and requires greater gas pressure for a fixed size
laser aperture in order to stop the higher energy
electrons. The greater pressure increases the required strength on the hibachi and gas foil structure which separates the electron beam source from
the laser of a volume, while also modifying the
laser kinetics. The Limitsfor increasing the current
are the difficulty in designing large low-impedance
water pulse-forming lines and the effects of the self
generated field in the electron beam. By the addition of a guide magnetic field to the electron gun,
the current can be increased over the self pinch
limit. The applied guide magnetic field is parallel
to the electron flow. The self generated field adds
to the applied field to result in a net angle between
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the accelerating electric field and the total magnetic
field. The angle will be the greatest near the edge
of the electron beam. The guide field cannot be
made arbitrarily large due to cost constraints and
the large amount of energy stored in the guide
field. The applied magnetic field should be the
minimum required to provide acceptable losses
near the edges of the beam when the electrons
strike the hibachi due to the an Ie of attack determined by the total magnetic fie?d.Q
Recent research at NRL and simulations
performed at Los Alamos indicate additional concerns when trying to reduce or eliminate the guiding magnetic field. The stability of the electron
beam as it is accelerated and drifts through the
hibachi to enter the gas is important. Strong oscillations will spread the electron energy distribution
largely to lower energies reducing the delivered
energy to the gas, increasing the foil losses, and
making it more difficult to get a smooth energy
deposition in lasers which are pumped from two
sides. A strong instability was observed in a laser
at NRL when the guide magnetic field was reduced
below a critical value. In order to examine this
result, the experimental arrangement and the experimental results will be described first. The
simulation results will follow to confirm the basis
for the physical explanation.
II.
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The Experiment

Figure 1 shows the design of one of the electron guns on the NIKE 20 cm driver amplifier. The
electron beam is created by a cold cathode discharge which uses a 20 cm by 80 cm velveteen
emitter with a parabolic curvature near the edges
to prevent the halo effect. The anode is a 85% optically transmissive stainless steel screen 2.8 cm
away from the velveteen. DirectIy behind the
anode screen is the hibachi structure. The hibachi is
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Fig. 1. a. Front view of the
20 cm laser of the NIKE
system. b. Top view.
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made up of stainless steel rectangular bars 3.2- mm
thick and 1.3 cm deep spaced 2.9 cm apart. The bars
are 22 cm tall where they are welded into a frame
which provides the vacuum seal to the gun box and
supports the gas foil. The open part of the hibachi is
larger than the emitter area so all emitted electrons go
into the gas. The optical transmission of the hibachi
structure alone is 9070. The gas foil is 50 pm of
uncoated Kapton. The gun vacuum is routinely less
the 5x1O-5torr and up to 1400 torr of gas is used on
the other side of the foil in the laser cavity.The pressure on the Kapton causes the foil to bow inward so
the distance from the anode screen to the Kapton is
1 cm on average.
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The electron beam has been diagnosed by a
large sheet of GAF Chromic Dosimetry Media
placed inside the laser cell up against the hibachi.
One shot was fired with a gun voltage of 240 kV
and 1 kG guide field. A gray scale image of the
center portion of the beam is shown in Fig. 2. The
distribution densitomitered on the media showed a
generally uniform distribution with a 30% slope top
to bottom due to a error in the anode-cathode (AK)
spacing. The size of the beam was only slightly
larger than the emitter area (21 x 81 cmz 10% of peak
energy density). Assuming a uniform current distribution the geometric shape of the electron beam
gives the following self generated magnetic field for
near the center on the top and bottom of the beam
as well as the field near the center on the ends:
&(T)= 0.62X /(MA)

Fig. 2. Gray scaZe image
of the center 20 cvz of the
elecfron beam of one
electron gun tnken just as
the electrons emerge into
the gas. No regulflr
strucfure ofher fhan the
blockage from the hibachi
bars is visible. Mngnefic
field slanf effecfs are visible
in fhe hibachi shadows on
the top and boftom.
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If there is no guide magnetic field, then an
electron emitted from the cathode near the edge
will be accelerated through the perpendicular
magnetic field. In Child-Langmuir limited current
flowz the electron’s initial velocity is very small,
approximately the temperature of the cathode
plasma. Since the electron will become nearly
relativistic during its traveI, a small relativistic
correction can be approximated by a correction in
m. Defining +Zas the direction of acceleration for
the electron and +y to be the short dimension of the
cathode (up in the experiment) the self field at the
top of the electron beam is in the +x direction. The
electrons z velocity is approximately

and $ is the cathode potential and E is the electric
field in the anode-cathode gap. The turning point
(UZ= O)for an electron would beat z = 2E/B~co;,.
All of the above expressions are only valid in the
anode cathode gap. Once the electron goes through
the anode screen there is no accelerating electric
field. However, it is a good estimate to see if the
electron will significantly decelerate in the gap due
to the self generated magnetic field. This estimate
does not attempt to deal with the radial component
of the space charge electric field . The effect of the
space charge field is probably not small but very
difficult to estimate given the two conducting
surfaces. The field will probably reduce the self
pinch. A more complete treatment of the beam in
the drift region shows it to be marginally stable.G
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The instability measurements were made
with a gun voltage of 205 kV with a 2.8 cm anode
cathode gap. The gun is driven by an 180 ns long
co-axial water line with a laser triggered switch.
The current was 60 kA and the maximum self

generated magnetic field is 372 gauss. The turning
point is z = 6.7 cm, well above the anode-cathode
gap. Therefore, according to this simple estimate,
at this operating point there should be no real need
to apply an external magnetic field to prevent self
pinch.
Figure 3 shows a series of voltage traces and
integrated current traces for three values of guide
magnetic field. In the lowest field case the current
trace is distorted and the voltage probe shows high
frequency oscillations on the voltage pulse. A Bdot probe was inserted just above the anode-cathode gap approximately 15 cm from center. Figure 4
shows the oscillations for the more sensitive probe.
No integrator was used with this probe to retain
the high frequency response. The expanded
timescale photograph shows the highest frequency
to be around 1.5 GHz., however the oscilloscope
bandwidth is 1 GHz. and higher frequency components could be filtered out. The amplitude of the
instability vs the applied guide magnetic field is
shown in Fig. 5. The critical field for the turn on of
the instability appears to be very close to the estimated value of the self generated magnetic field. It
is not obvious why the electron beam should go
unstable at this point.
If a virtual cathode were to develop in the
short drift region between the anode screen and the
kapton foil\laser gas interface then the electrons
would slow down as a beam-plasma instability
would develop. The growth rate of the instability
can be estimated by
~= ~ &LoPbeam ~= n~virt.cath.
2: 3
n~beam
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The growth rate will be 1/2 the beam electron plasma frequency when the virtual cathode
density is only 12% of the beam density. The seed
for the virtual cathode is probably backscatter from
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the Kapton and laser gas. Kapton transmission of

Fig. 3. EleCh-OJZ
gulz
z?oltage aid infcgrf?fed
currellf frflces fo)’ (n.) 400
gflllss,(b.)200 gfllfsst(c.) o
gauss. The f7ZX’J”f7~t’ jk’f fop
volfnge is 205 kV and fhe
flzw.flgc /7f7ffop currmf is
60 kA. The spike on fhc
volfflgc fmce is n laser
friggcr ~iducif71.

high energy electrons significantly degrades below
160 keV. If the electrons have a significant angle
away from normal, then higher energy electrons
wiIl‘beabsorbed or backscattered from the Kapton.
In particular, as the Kapton absorbs electrons it
would become charged, increasing the number of
electrons which would reflect.
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Fig. 4. Unintegrated B-dot
current probe located 15 cm
from fhe horizontal and
verfical centerline in fhe AK gap wifh a 70 gauss
magnefic guide field.
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Fig. 5. Amplifude of the
oscillations on fhe B-dof
probe as a function of fhe
guide field strength. The
oscillation strength vnried
by 50% for zero guide field.
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Additional evidence that the instability is
occurring in the drift region is obtained from the
voltage and current traces prior to onset of the
instability.The voltage and currents are virtually
unchanged from Omagnetic field to 1 kG, indicating no significant change in the Child-Langmuir
limited flow, hence no significant pinching effect or
charge build-up in the anode-cathode gap prior to
onset of the instability. The plasma frequency for
the beam (~b~~~) in the vicinity of the anode
should be 1 GHz., close to the frequency observed.
In order to examine some of these issues quantitatively, computer simulations are required.
III.

Simulation Results

One dimensional steady state analysis of
electron flow is commonly used to predict behavior
of electron beams in real devices. While this approach is successful in many applications where
the dynamics are not strictly one dimensional, it
cannot be applied to this problem. One approach
which can be used is to use a 2-d code and assume
a infinitely long cathode. However, as will be
described, three dimensional analysis became is
more relevant. Simulations using the experimental
parameters were performed on the ISIS PIC code at
Los Alamos.s The code solves the complete set of
Maxwell’s equations together with a particle in cell
treatment of the particle dynamics. The pulsed
power is fed into the simulation via a TEM wave
on the cathode side of the simulation region. The
cathode is treated as a perfect conductor with space
charge limited emission. The anode is treated as a
Iossless conductor of zero thickness.
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Simulations have been performed in both
two and three dimensions. The two dimensional
simulations correspond to the center plane of the
three dimensional simulations, the long and thin
approximation. The simulations show that there is
a virtual cathode instability for some parameters.

The threshold is lowest for long drift spaces and no
applied magnetic field. The threshold for the two
(three) dimensional simulations with a 2 cm drift
space is a voltage of about 270KV (21OKV).The
threshold for the two (three) dimensional simulations with a 1 cm drift space is about 400KV
(320Kv). An applied magnetic field comparable to
the self magnetic field stabilizes the system. Note
that the nominal drift space is 2 cm. However, in
actual operation gas pressure forces the foil toward
the anode screen to give an effective drift space
which is thought to be about 1 cm.
Results from three different simulations are
presented in order to eIucidate the instability
mechanism. The simulations are three dimensional,
have approximately 100,000 grid cells, with approximately 100,000 particIes. Since the particIes
are concentrated in a relatively small number of
cells, there are many particles per cell in those cells
that are occupied. The cathode has an emitting area
of 20 cm by 80 cm cm, the AK gap is 2.8 cm, the
drift distance is 2.0 cm, the voltage is 300 kV, and
the resulting current is approximately 80 kA. The
self magnetic field was approximately 0.5 KG for
all three cases. The three values of the guide field
simulated were (a) OKG, (b) 0.125 KG, and (c) 0.25
KG. These values are in the range of the experimental study, although the voltage is somewhat
high. Figure 6 shows the magnetic field recorded at
a point in the AK gap for cases (a), (b) and (c) and
Fig. 7 shows the magnetic field recorded at a point
in the drift space for the same cases. Magnetic field
oscillations exist at lower magnetic fields, whereas
the oscillations are eliminated by using larger
guide magnetic fields. The magnitude of the oscillations increases substantially in the drift region.
Also evident in Fig. 7 are the presence of low frequency oscillations due to the gross pinching of the
electron beam.
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m

Fig. 6. Traces of the
magnetic field in the
direction of the cathode
( the “three” direction )
inside the AK gap but
outside of the beam. The
instability in present in
parts (a) and (b) but is
absent in part (c).
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Fig. 7, Traces of the
nmgnetic field in the short
direction of the cathode
( the “three” direction )
inside the drift region but
outside of the beam. The
instability in present in
parts (a) and (b) but is
absent in part (c). Notice
that the low frequency
oscillations persist in even
for case (c). These
oscillations are due to the
beam self pinching, which
periodically changes the
extent of the beam, thus
changing the strength of
the magnetic fieZd at the
point of observation.
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The mechanism for creation of the high
frequency oscillations is directly observable from
phase space plots of the electrons in the simulations. Figure 8 shows phase space plots of xl vs pl
for case (a), (b) and (c). Here xl is the coordinate in
the direction of the AK gap and pl is the corresponding momentum (normalized to ?tz~
c). There is
a significant spread in pl at the anode. This spread
in pl is due to the differential pinching of the electron beam which depends upon the location of the
electron in the beam. Those electrons on the outside
of the electron beam are pinched more than those
on the inside of the electron beam. Moreover, the
energy of the electrons at the anode is roughly
constant, and so this requires that the electrons
undergoing significant transverse pinching motion
also have reduced axial momentum. The beam
pinching at the edges of the beam serves to increase
the local space charge, which further reduces the
axial momenta of those particles on the ends on the
beam.
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This suggests that those electrons involved in
the virtual cathode behavior originate primarily on
the edges of the beams. This is shown in Fig. 9,
which displays pl vs xl and xl vs x2 for case (a).
The scatter plot of xl vs x2 (Fig. 9b) demonstrates
that the electrons that undergo the virtual cathode
behavior are indeed located on the edge of the
beam. Since the diode is not square, the directions
x2 and x3 are not equivalent and more pinching
occurs on the edges of the long dimension of the
beam x2. This explains why the three dimensional
simulations show a lower threshold for beam
pinching than the two dimensional simulations.
The three dimensional simulations have more
space charge on the ends of the beam, since the
beam is being pinched in both directions, which in
turn slows down those electrons on the end of the
beam (near the lower and upper x2 values) more
than those in the center of the beam (those near the
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mid plane in x2, corresponding to the two dimensional approximation).
Experimental data shows instabilities down
to cathode voltages of 205 kV. This discrepancy
with the simulations suggest that the actual experimental conditions are lowering the threshold . Two
mechanisms which can cause the lower threshold
are electrons which are backscattered from the foil
and gas and the effect of a net charge build up on
the foil. The first mechanism provides the initial
trapped electrons in the drift region to augment
formation of a virtual cathode. The second mechanism provides an additional repelling force to the
electrons further slowing them down in conjunction with the mild pinch on the electron beam.
Note that the trajectories in Fig. 8 imply a large
angle of incidence for electrons on the edge of the
beam in the long (x2) direction. Many of these will
be reflected from the foil, serving to lower the
voltage required for instability.

Fig. 9. Phase space pZots
from mse (a) shozuing (a) P
vs xl and (b) xl vs x2 for
those electrons with
negative momentunz.
More particles are shown
than in Fig, 5, hozwwer it is
still only a small portion of
the total number of
simulation electrons. The
vast majority of electrons
with negative momenta are
located at the ends of the
beam, since it is those
electrons that undergo the
most pinching.
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These mechanisms have been partially exam73
ined in the simulations . One severe limitation is the
lack of a good backscattering model based on experimental data , particularly when the electrons strike
the Kapton and gas surface at an angle over the range
of energies in the experiment. A simple two step
model dependent on the axial momentum where
electrons over the fixed energy are transmitted and
those under are reflected led to some results which
were close to the experimental data, however the
simulations were unstable with minor changes, resulting in so much charge appearing in the drift
region a two-stream instability began to turn off the
current in the anode-cathode gap.
The foil charging model (neglecting fringing
fields) in the three dimensional simulations gave
some interesting results. The instability occurred at
200 kV on the gun when there was a 10 kV charge up
on the foil and a 2 cm drift region. A 1 cm drift region
required an unbelievable 80 kV charge.
More complicated models were examined to
combine energy distribution effects with some of the
previous models, but did not significantly change the
results. The difficulty in obtaining accurate scattering
models and properly accounting for the hibachi bars
and foil displacement makes a complete calculation
unfeasible. Fortunately, the basic mechanism remains
the same with all of the scattering and foil charge
effects, with only the instability threshold changing.
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Self consistent particle simulations have demonstrated that a one dimensional anaIysis of a
pinched electron diode is not adequate. In particular,
the maximum drift region for which the beam can be
transported without virtual cathode formation can be
greatly reduced when the electron trajectories have
curvature. The pinching effect and seed terms for the
virtual cathode formation are removed when the
applied guide magnetic field becomes strong enough
so that the experiment can begin to be a one dimensional problem.
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Simulations also indicate the presence of
another instability when the impedance of the diode
is reduced below about two Ohms. In this case the
entire beam is scattered, not just the edges of the
beam. Unlike the instability described in this paper,
the instability occurs in the AK gap, and not primarily in the drift region. Furthermore, an imposed
magnetic field comparable to the self magnetic field
is not sufficient to eliminate the instability. The low
frequency oscillations seen in Fig. 7 maybe related
to the onset of this low impedance instability. Experimental evidence for these instability was obtainedgfrom the Large Aperture Module portion of
the AURORA laser system.qThis diode operated at
approximately 1.5 Ohms. Experimental results indicate substantial scattering in the energy of the electron beam.
w.

Summary

The experimental data from the NRL Nike 20
cm amplifier in the case of a relatively low voltage
electron gun shows how a problem which would
normally be discounted from a one dimensional
analysis can become extremely important. Drift
regions in large area electron guns must be carefully
analyzed with particular attention to inevitable
backscattered electrons and actual electron trajectories in this region. Three dimensional simulations
are useful in examining possible problems which are
not readily recognizable from simple estimates.
Experimental data for higher gun voltages is not
available as the instability causes arcs in the gun
structure that damage the machine. The available
data provides a point check on the code which then
could be extended to other operating parameters.
v.
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